A subset A of a topological space X is called regular closed provided A = c\ x int x A. The complement of a regular closed set is said to be regular open. The symbol R{X) will denote the family of all regular closed subsets of X. It is well known that R(X) is a complete Boolean algebra under the algebraic operations which are set out explicitly in [11, Theorem 1.1] . In particular, we will recall for our needs here that A A B = cl x int z (A Π B) defines the meet of A, B in R(X) and if (A a ) a is a family of regular closed sets then el z \J a A a is regular closed; it is the join of (A α ) α in R{X). A filterbase in R{X) is a subfamily F S R(X) such that φ 0 F and A A B e F for all A, B e F. A filterbase F is called a filter if A e F and B e R(X) with A s B implies BeF. If X is dense in a space T then one may easily show that the map A-+el τ A is a Boolean algebra isomorphism of R(X) with R{T).
For a real-valued function / on X the upper limit of / at x e X is defined as follows:
where N(x) is the neighborhood system at x. The lower limit of / at x is defined dually and is denoted by /*(»). Then /* and /* are extended real-valued functions on X and are respectively upper semicontinuous (use) and lower semicontinuous (lsc). A real-valued function is called normal use if (/*)* = / at each point of X. Dually, / is normal lsc if (/*)* = / at each point of X. Dilworth initiated the study of bounded normal use functions and used them to obtain the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of the lattice of bounded continuous functions on X. The following result from [1] which is valid in the present setting will be used below without specific reference.
THEOREM. An use function f on X is normal iff for each real number λ, {x \ f(x) > λ} is a union of regular closed sets.
A corollary of the Theorem is that the characteristic function of a regular closed (open) set is normal use (lsc).
Some new properties of normal functions have been given in [7] . We will recall two of these results.
LEMMA. Two normal use (lsc) functions which agree on a dense subset of X are equal everywhere on X.
LEMMA. If f is normal use on X and X is dense in T then f has a unique (extended real-valued) normal use extension f to T given by the expression
f(x) = inf {sup {f(y)\yeUf]X}\UeN(x)}, xeT.
If f is bounded on X then f is bounded on T.
Unless stated otherwise, the space X will always be completely regular and Hausdorff. We refer the reader to [6] for general background, notation and terminology.
The authors would like to thank Professor John Mack for helpful correspondence on the subject treated herein. 1* The c^realcompact extensions of a space* In [2, p. 576] a space is called c-realcompact if for every point p e βX -X there exists a normal lsc function / on βX with / > 0 on X and f(p) = 0. By using the characterization of realcompact spaces in [4, p. 152] Proof. Suppose that X is c-realcompact. Choose p e βX -X and let / be a normal lsc function with / > 0 on X and f(p) = 0. Then B n = {x\f(x) < Ijn) is a union of regular closed sets. Hence, A n = cl/jx B n is regular closed and A n+1 § A n for each n. Since A % £ {x\f(x) ^ 1/n} we have that ΓL (K Π X) = 0 while f(p) = 0 implies that peflnΛ Conversely let peβX~X and let (A n ) neN be a decreasing sequence of regular closed sets with the required properties. Define f n (x) = 1 for x e βX -A n and f n (x) = 0 for x e A n . Then each f n is normal lsc and hence / = Σ 2~nfn is normal lsc with f(p) = 0 and / > 0 on X A Hausdorff space is called almost realcompact [5] Proof. Let X be almost realcompact and choose p e βX -X. Then there exists an ultrafilter jzf in R{X) with {p} -ΓLe^cl^ A. Thus, ΓLe.*-A -0 and by Theorem 1.2 there is a countable subfamily (A n ) neN of jy (which can be chosen to be decreasing) with f\ n A n = 0. Then, B n -cl βx A n e R(βX) and (B n ) %eN is decreasing with pef) n B n . However, f\ n (B» Π X) = Dn-A* ~ 0 and by Lemma 1.1 we are done.
An example of an almost realcompact space which is not realcompact is given in [3, p. 350] . The space X constructed in the example given on page 240 of [9] is c-realcompact but not almost realcompact.
By a c-realcompact extension of X we will mean any c-realcompact space Y with IgΓg βX. Our immediate aim is to identify all crealcompact extensions of X.
A real-valued function / is locally bounded at x provided / is bounded on some neighbourhood of x. Let LN(X) denote the set of all normal use functions which are locally bounded at each point of Proof. By Lemma 1.1 there exists a decreasing sequence (A n ) neN in R(βX) with peΠΛ while f\n(A n n Y) = 0. Define g n (x) =1 for xe A n and #,>(#) = 0 for x e βX -A n . Then, g n is normal use on βX and so is g = Σ 2~~w</ w . There exists an order-preserving homeomorphism Λ: [0, 1] -• [0, oo] and it follows that hog = / is normal use. Now / is locally bounded at each point in Y and hence f\X -fe
We now have the following situation: For any family J^ of locally bounded normal use functions on X, the space f]/e^-W f is crealcompaet. Conversely, Lemma 1.5 shows that any c-realcompact spaces Y with Xg YξΞ? βX can be written in this form, where ^~ = {/ G LN(X)\ YξΞ Wf}. This proves the following analogue of the description of the realcompact spaces between X and βX in [6, 8B] . THEOREM 
The c-realcompact extensions of X are precisely the spaces O/esrW/, for some indexing set ά^ £ LN(X).
The following corollary also appears in [2, p. 578] . Recall that LN(X) is a lattice-ordered ring [8] . The order in LN(X) is defined point wise. However LN{X) is not closed under pointwise ring operations and we will therefore outline the definition of sum for / and g in LN(X):
Let /, g denote their normal extensions to βX. There exists a dense G δ set W £ βX on which / and g are both continuous and real-valued [7] . If U = W Π W f Π W g then (f \U + g\U) = u is continuous on U. Let h = ΰ\X. It follows that ΰ is locally bounded on W f ΓΊ W g so that h e LN(X) defines the sum of / and g uniquely. The other operations are defined analogously and under these LN(X) becomes a ring. It is evident from these definitions that the following result holds. The next theorem gives the analogue of 8.6 in [6] . THEOREM 1.9. Let iSΓgβl.
The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) XQT^uX.
Proof, (a) implies (b): Assume that there is a decreasing sequence (A n ) neN in R(X) and a point pe f\ n c\ τ A n -cl τ f) n A n . Let B n = c\ βx A n so that A n = B n f] X and cl τ A n = B n Π T. There is a regular closed set B in βX with peint βx B and B Π cl τ f\ n A n = 0. If K n -B n A B for each n then (K n ) n6N is a decreasing sequence in R(βX) with pef\ n K n while f\ n {K n Π X) = 0. Thus, as in Lemma 1.1, we can find a nonnegative normal lsc function / on βX with / > 0 on X and /(p) = 0. Now X s coz / = {α; € βX\f(x) > 0}, which is c-realcompact. Hence wig coz / and p £ uX. This contradicts (a), (b) implies (a): Suppose that pe T and p $ uX. Since uX is c-realcompact we have a decreasing sequence (B n ) neN in R(βX) with pe ΓL# W while C\n(B n f]uX) = 0. Then (B % Π X)ne N is a decreasing sequence in R{X) for which (b) is false.
A topological space X is called weak cb if each lsc function which is locally bounded on X is bounded above by a continuous function Mack and Johnson defined weak cb spaces and gave some of their properties in [9] . In particular, if X is weak cb then for each fe LN{X) there exists g e C(X) with f ^ g on X. 
Proof. For any / e LN( Y) we have h = f | X is in LN(X).
Thus there exists g e C(X) with h ^ g and so, if g υ e C(υX) denotes the continuous extension of g to υX we have f ^ g υ \Y.
It is known that X is weak cb implies oX is weak cb [9, p. 239 ] but that the converse fails. However, we do have the following: THEOREM 1.11. X is weak cb iff uX is weak cb.
Proof. The proof is a trivial consequence of the Lemma and the fact that LN(X) = LN(uX).
The following result is stated without proof in [2, p. 578] . COROLLARY 1.12. If X is weak cb then uX = υX.
Proof. uX is c-realcompact and by Theorem 1.11 it is weak cb which implies that it must be realcompact [2, p. 576] . THEOREM 1.13. The following conditions are equivalent:
Proof, (a) implies (b): Each pseudocompact space is weak cb [9] and hence by the corollary we have uX = υX. However, υX = βX [6, 8A] which shows that LN(X) = LN(βX) and we are done, since every locally bounded function on a compact space is bounded. (b) implies (c): It is known [8] that every bounded normal use function has a bounded extension to βX which shows that uX = βX. (c) implies (a): If uX = βXthen υX = βX and we may apply [6, 8A] to conclude that X is pseudocompact. COROLLARY 1.14. A space is compact iff it is both pseudocompact and c-realcompact.
The equality E(υX) = υE(X).
The following facts and notation appear in [11] and will be recalled for our future use. For every space X, there is an extremally disconnected space E(X) which can be mapped onto X by a perfect irreducible mapping. The space E(X) is unique up to homeomorphism and is called the absolute of X. Let S denote the Stone space of the Boolean algebra R(βX) and let It is well-known that the equality E(βX) = βE(X) holds for every X. The search for necessary and sufficient conditions under which the corresponding equality E(υX) = υE(X) holds may be considered to be one of the main motivations of the present paper. In fact the equality does hold for a large class of spaces as we now proceed to show.
A zero set Z in X is a subset of the form Z -/*~(0) for some fe C(X). The symbol %{X) will denote collection of all zero sets in X. The following result is easily established. LEMMA 
In an extremally disconnected space, every zero set is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of open-and-closed sets and conversely.

LEMMA 2.2. Given a decreasing sequence (U n ) nQN of open-andclosed subsets of E(βX) then E(υX)
Proof. By the introductory remarks in this section, we may identify E(υX) with k *~[υX] so that E{X) £ E(υX) £ E(βX). Also by [6, 8.13 ], E(υX) is realcompact and hence υE(X) £ E(υX). Now 2£(X) is C*-embedded in βE(X) (= E(βX) ) and hence ZejT(#(X)) iff Z-Z' n #(X) for some Z ' 6 3T(E(βX) ). Thus, Lemma 2.1 shows that Ze ^{υE(X)) iff there is a decreasing sequence (U n ) neN of open-andclosed subsets of E{βX) with Z=Π n (U n D ^(X)). By [6, 8.8 ], ϋJ5(X) can be characterized as that realcompact space Y, E(X) gΓg βE(X) such that Ze ^{ Y), Z nonvoid, implies Z Π E(X)Φ 0. Thus, vE{X) = E(υX) iff given a decreasing sequence (U n ) ne N of open-and-closed subsets of E(βX) we have ΓUEΓ. Π E(υX)) Φ 0 implies n»(ί7 Π E(X)) Φ 0. The contrapositive of the latter statement gives the result.
We are now in a position to prove two main results which together provide an answer to the problem stated in the introduction to this section. It is clear that ^V is a filterbase in R{βX) and as such may be embedded in an ultrafilter jzf in R(βX). Now j^ is a point in E(βX) and j^ e λ^) for every F e o^Γ By the definition of k [11] It may be mentioned that Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 give conditions which are both necessary and sufficient for the equality LN(X) -LN(υX) to hold. This answers more fully the question raised in [9, p. 237] where only necessary conditions were given.
In the remainder of this section we will give an internal characterization of those spaces for which any one of the conditions of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied.
Recall that a family ^ of subsets of X has the countable intersection property (CIP) if (} % F n Φ 0 for each sequence (F n ) neN of sets drawn from J^~.
Recall that an ultrafilter sf in R(X) converges to pe βX if {p} = ΓLe^cl^il. 
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Proof. Let p e βX be such that every ultrafilter in R(X) converging to p has CIP and let T be c-realcompact with IgΓS βX If pg T then there is a decreasing sequence (A n ) neN in R(βX) with peΓ\ n A n and Γ) n (Anf) T) = 0. The family {Fe R(βX)\pemt βx F}[j (A n ) neN is a filterbase in R(βX) which can be embedded in an ultrafilter jzf in R(βX). Then, {UΠ X|£fe J^r} is an ultrafilter in #(X) which converges to p but fails to have CIP, contrary to assumption. Thus p is in every c-realcompact space containing X. Conversely, given p e βX, suppose there is an ultrafilter j^ in R(X) converging to p and a sequence (A n ) nBN in Sxf with f\ n A n -0. Let B ncl [Πΐ =1 mtχA*] . Then (B Λ ) nβΛ is decreasing in R(βX) with f\ n (B n nX) = 0 and pe Π^-B^ The second part of the proof of Theorem 1.9 may be used to conclude that p £ uX. Thus, the proof is complete.
Mandelker [10] defines a family J?~ of subsets of X to be stable provided each / e C(X) is bounded on some member of LEMMA 2.6. An ultrafilter Jϊf in R(X) is stable iff S*f converges to a point of υX.
Proof. We modify the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [10] . Let J%? be an ultrafilter in R(X) and set {p} = ΓLe^cl^ A. If peβX -υX there exists feC (X) with f*(p) -°° where /* is the extension to βX of /: X->i2* and jβ* is the one-point compactification of R. The set {x e βX\f*(x) e i£* -(-n, n)} is a neighbourhood of p for each n > 0 and hence meets every A in J^ It follows that / is unbounded on every member of Ssf so that Ssf is not stable. Conversely, suppose p 6 υX and choose / e C(X). Now f*(p) is finite and hence there exists B e R(βX) with p e int^ B and /* bounded on B. However, int^x B Π int^x A Φ 0, for all A in sxf and the maximality of %f implies that B Π X is in J*f. Thus / is bounded onβfll and jy is stable. Proof. Let uX = 6>X and suppose that j%? is a stable ultrafilter in R(X). By Lemma 2.6 we have ΓLe^ dβx A = {p} where peυX. Thus, p e uX and by Lemma ultrafilter Jxf has CIP. Conversely, if p G υX and j^ is any ultrafilter in R(X) converging to p then s$f is stable by Lemma 2.6 and has CIP by assumption. Thus, Lemma 2.5 implies that p e uX and we are finished.
